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In this paper we present a measurement system that is able to evaluate radar algorithms
for vital signs sensing applications. For such medical applications, it is crucial to develop
robust and reliable algorithms that are tested in a laboratory environment. The presented
measurement system generates reproducible vital sign micro movement and dynamic clutter
using loudspeakers to replicate realistic scenarios with two moving objects. It is described
how realistic vital sign movement patterns are prepared using signal synthesis or recorded
measurements, e.g. from a published dataset. The capability of the system to evaluate radar
algorithms is demonstrated by investigating the impact of a beamforming algorithm on dynamic
clutter. During the measurements presented in this paper, one loudspeaker replicates different
vital sign movement patterns and the other loudspeaker creates dynamic clutter. It is shown
that a digital beamforming improves the dynamic clutter rejection and leads to a better quality
of the radar phase signal.

1 Introduction
This paper is an extension of work originally presented in the
44th Annual International Conference of the IEEE Engineering
in Medicine and Biology Society (EMBC) [1]. The concept of both
publications is to create repeatable and realistic scenarios for testing,
comparing and optimizing different post processing algorithms for
radar technology used in vital sign sensing scenarios. Those algo-
rithms should be tested in corresponding laboratory environment
before used in clinical studies or real world applications.

Research in radar technology for medical applications recently
gains increased attention. The ability of radar sensors to measure
movement and micro movement like vibration [2] or movement
from vital signs [3] [4] [5] leads to many applications. Doppler
cardiograms, for example, can be used for measurements that make
significant conditions of the heart visible comparable to the elec-
trocardiogram [6]. Another discussed application is respiration
movement measurement for motion-adaptive cancer radiotherapy
[7].

Medical scenarios have special requirements for the technology
used. It is very important to have a robust and reliable system. The
system has to be easy in use for medical professionals without creat-

ing a huge amount of additional work. This means, the system must
be tolerant against inaccurate positioning, random body movement
of the target person [8] [9], radar self-motion [10] and clutter. A
challenge for many medical scenarios is the clutter of other moving
or stationary objects in proximity to the person, whose vital signs
are to be measured. FMCW radars can help to distinguish objects at
different distances. A limitation of the field of view by using a di-
electric lens or smart antennas with beamforming capabilities could
reduce this problem further. However, the dielectric lens would
require a very accurate positioning of the radar, and problems in
measuring the target due to unconscious movements occurred. This
can be improved in terms of achieving a more robust condition with
digital beamforming in post processing. By applying digital beam-
forming in post processing, a wide angle range is recorded first and,
then, the target angle can be found and tracked afterwards. In this
paper, we will address the mentioned effect by introducing a mea-
surement system for evaluating radar post processing algorithms,
e.g. beamforming algorithms.

In contrast to the setup presented in our previous paper [1], the
setup that will be introduced in the following will use a second
loudspeaker to replicate clutter from a second moving object. The
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previous paper [1] introduced a setup to generate reproducible move-
ment patterns analog to chest wall micro movement from vital signs.
That setup consisted of a single loudspeaker actuated by a function
generator. It was shown that the diaphragm deflection measured by
radars is linear to the voltage applied to the loudspeaker. Although
this means that accurate measurements of the replicated micro move-
ment are possible with the presented setup in [1], the replication
of more realistic vital sign micro movement is problematic with
that setup, which was addressed by the reviewers and numerous
readers at the conference. To meet this request in this present paper,
we will describe a new hardware setup using more flexible signal
generation.

A loudspeaker for the replication of vital signs is also used in
[11]. Another approach for generating movement of vital signs is
introduced in [12] and [13]. There, a mechanical chest model for
testing a wearable device is used to measure the chest circumfer-
ence change. The simulation of the chest circumference change
is not necessary for testing radar sensors and algorithms because
the radar would only measure the movements effective to its range.
A simulation approach based on a mathematical model that simu-
lates the chest wall movement is presented in [14]. The chest wall
motion simulation is useful to develop new algorithms for medical
diagnosis while we focus more on the algorithms of the radar signal
processing.

In the following chapters, at first, we will describe the radar
signal processing used in this paper. Afterwards, the hardware of
the measurement setup will be presented as well as the genera-
tion of realistic movement signals. Then, the impact of dynamic
clutter will be investigated and a digital beamforming algorithm
is tested concerning its rejection of the dynamic clutter. Finally,
realistic heartbeat movement from the clinical recorded dataset from
Schellenberger [15] will be used.

2 Radar and Signal Processing
A moving target creates a Doppler shift, which can be measured
by continuous wave radars [16] as well as by FMCW radars [17].
Using FMCW radar sensors, multiple frequency ramps have to be
captured consecutively. After range FFT and target finder algorithm
mentioned in section 2.2, the range difference ∆R results in a phase
difference ∆Φ. The phase difference ∆Φ can be described as

∆Φ =
4π
λ
· ∆R (1)

using the wavelength λ [18]. The equation is unambiguous if
−π < ∆Φ < π. Hence, larger macro movement of an object and a
low sample rate of the phase signal can cause problems in measure-
ments. It is also notably that only movement radial to the radar is
measured.

2.1 Radar Hardware and Settings

During all measurements, the Radarbook21 from INRAS with the
77 GHz RF77II-IFX-TX2RX16 D01 frontend is used. Figure 1
shows a picture of the radar frontend.

Figure 1: Picture of 77 GHz frontend of Radarbook2.

The Radarbook2 with 77 GHz frontend is configured according
to the parameters depicted in Table 1. No further signal processing
is done internally by the radar FPGA during the measurements con-
ducted for this article. The raw ADC samples are transferred to the
post processing device via LAN interface.

Table 1: Radar parameters and our default settings of Radarbook2 77 GHz. These
default values are used, if not otherwise specified.

Radar antenna Horizontal (RX, TX) 76.5◦

characteristic Vertical (RX, TX) 12.8◦

3 dB beamwidth No. of used TX channels 1
No. of used RX channels 16
Mode of operation FMCW

Radar EIRP 3.2 dBm
settings ADC sample rate fs 5 MHz

Frame time TF 5 ms
Samples per chirp N 1024
Chirps per frame 1
Start frequency fS tart 76 GHz

Chirp Stop frequency fS top 78 GHz
configuration Bandwidth B 2 GHz

Ramp up time TC =
N
fs

204.8 µs

Slope S =
B

TC
9.7656

MHz
µs

2.2 Signal Processing

The key point of the presented measurement system is the evaluation
of radar algorithms. This means that the software framework can
be adapted to different algorithms used in different scenarios. In
this work we use a post processing of the raw FMCW radar data as
displayed in Figure 2.

1https://inras.at/en/radarbook2/
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Figure 2: Block diagram of radar signal processing with angle FFT algorithm under
test.

The first step in the signal post processing is a range FFT of
the radar ADC data. The spectral lines of the range FFT stand for
different distances. The range resolution or real bin width BinW can
be calculated with

Range Resolution = BinW =
c0

2 · B
≈ 7.5 cm (2)

using the parameters presented in Table 1. Two different ob-
jects can only be distinguished if their distance to the radar has at
least one bin width difference, otherwise they are measured as a
single object. The distance R between radar and target object can
be calculated with

R = Bin · BinW (3)

using BinW and the index of the spectral line where the target
object can be found called Bin.

In this paper we use zero padding to increase the number of
spectral lines with a factor of four. So, the bin with zero padding
BinZP result in Bin · 4 and the reading accuracy of the distance will
be higher but the range resolution does not change.

The next step, which is highlighted with a red outline in the
block diagram in Figure 2, is an optional digital beamforming al-
gorithm. As mentioned in the introduction, digital beamforming
is of special interest in this work and will be used to demonstrate
the benefits of this measurement system. The used radar has 16
receiving channels, which allows to calculate a digital beamforming
post processing algorithm. Further explanation of digital beam-
forming algorithm and clutter rejection with and without digital
beamforming can be found in chapter 5.4.

Necessary in any case is a target bin finder. The easiest way is
to find the bin with the maximal magnitude. However, in measure-
ments with static clutter this could lead to a wrong range bin and
angle bin. Moreover, the phase signal of the target can be distorted
by static clutter. We use the complex offset reduction algorithm
(COR) for elimination of static clutter as signal processing step
shown in Figure 2.

After the range and angle FFT, the complex signals of a moving
target without clutter will be on a circle in the complex plot. The
center of the circle is in the point of origin. When the magnitude of
the target is changing over time, the complex plot can show a helix
but the center has to be in the point of origin. When the center of
the complex signal is not in the point of origin, this is because of a

second, not moving object in proximity to the target object, where
the overall effect is attributed to static clutter. More about static
clutter can be found in [17]. Our COR algorithm finds the complex
offset and subtracts it from the complex signal. This will be done in
an area around the previously found range bin and angle bin.

After COR, the target bin finder determines the correct maximal
magnitude again and, then, outputs the target data at correct range
and angle bin to the phase calculation. The phase signal is calculated
using the arctangent function and a phase unwrapping. After the
phase calculation, other signal processing algorithms can be used
for performance tests, e.g. in medical applications. An example
for a performance test of beamforming algorithms is presented in
chapter 5 by calculating the clutter rejection with and without digital
beamforming.

2.3 Measurement of Human Heartbeat and Respira-
tion

Using the previously described radar sensor and signal post pro-
cessing, we have done measurements with a sitting person. The
person was sitting still on a chair with a distance of 60 cm to the
radar. The respiration and heartbeat curves are shown in Figure 3.
The respiration measurement was recorded under resting conditions,
and the heartbeat measurement was recorded during an apnea after
exhalation scenario.
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Figure 3: Radar measurements of human respiration (top) and heartbeat (bottom).

The movement amplitude of the respiration measurement is
5.49 mm with a breathing rate of approximately 15 breaths per
minute. For the heartbeat measurement, the movement amplitude
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is 0.33 mm with a heart rate of approximately 52 beats per minute.
The maximal movement that can be expected from the heartbeat is
0.6 mm in average according to different studies mentioned in [19].

3 Hardware Setup

In this chapter, the hardware of the introduced measurement system
is described. It is the foundation for the investigations of this work.
In our previous work we evaluated a loudspeaker setup and different
radar sensors in regard to the ability of replicating and recording mi-
cro movement from vital signs. The results showed that “the setup
is particularly suitable for the generation of micro movement analog
to CWmM2 of vital signs. The diaphragm deflection is linear to the
applied voltage [...].” as outlined in [1]. This result is displayed
again in Figure 4. The following sections describe the differences
of the hardware used for the present paper.
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Figure 4: Measured micro movement using three radars at different voltage ampli-
tudes on the loudspeaker. Figure from [1].

3.1 Loudspeaker

As mentioned in the introduction, the evaluation of beamforming
algorithms is an important feature of the presented measurement
system. In order to realize this, it is necessary to have two loud-
speakers that can be positioned independently. In preparations of
the measurements, we built two identically constructed casings for
the low-frequency loudspeakers W 300 - 8 Ohm from Visaton3.
The specifications of the loudspeaker include a maximal stroke of
±14 mm and a DC impedance of 6.6Ω. The outcome is depicted in
Figure 5.

We applied copper foil to both loudspeaker diaphragms. The
diameter of the copper foil is 22.3 cm, which is much larger than
it was in the previous setup. A new feature, however, is the static
foil ring around the diaphragm. The foil ring is used to shadow the
inside of the loudspeaker that is not covered with the copper foil on
the diaphragm. The static clutter that is resulting from the foil ring
can be eliminated using the complex offset reduction mentioned in
2.2.

Figure 5: One of the new loudspeakers with copper foil on diaphragm and foil ring.

3.2 Amplifier

The loudspeakers need a suitable signal to generate a movement. In
[1] a function generator is used to drive the loudspeakers, but this
approach is very limited as mentioned before. A flexible strategy is
necessary to reproduce real chest wall micro movement from vital
signs. The best results were achieved using a sound card and an
amplifier built for this measurement system. The amplifier is based
on the TDA 2050 audio amplifier. All circuits that usually block
low frequencies are excluded in the amplifier circuit. In Figure 6
you can see an amplifier.

Figure 6: One of the new amplifiers.

The circuit also contains a low pass filter to prevent aliasing
during the recording by the radar. The cut off frequency is currently
adjusted to 10 Hz. Furthermore, an attenuation is integrated for
achieving very small movements with the full bandwidth of the
sound card. Different attenuation factors can be used to optimize
the system for different micro movements like heart beat and respi-
ration. The movement achieved with the current configuration is up
to 10 mm using the full sound card’s dynamic range.

2CWmM abbr. of chest wall micro movement
3https://www.visaton.de/de/produkte/chassis/tieftoener/w-300-8-ohm
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4 Signal Preparation for the Measurement
System

The hardware described in the previous chapter needs audio signals
to generate micro movement. In this chapter, we will explain how
audio signals for our measurement system are generated. In our
previous work, we took a simpler approach to generate movement
with a loudspeaker. It is further described in [1]. There, we applied
a waveform generator to generate the signal that moves the loud-
speaker. The signal applied in the previous setup was a sine signal
for replicating respiration movement and an asymmetric sine signal
for replicating heartbeat movement. Unfortunately, this approach is
limited in terms of replication of realistic vital sign micro movement
or of special conditions of the pulmonary or cardiovascular system
like diseases. Therefore, the generation of realistic signals was a
key point in the development of the new measurement system.

Because the signals are all played back by a sound card, they
have to be saved as regular audio files. For the measurements for
this article, the audio files are saved in the uncompressed waveform
audio file format (.wav). The signals are saved with a sampling fre-
quency of 44100 Hz and a resolution of at least 16 bits per sample.

4.1 Signal Synthesis

One strategy to generate movement signals is to synthesize them. It
is possible to create a signal based on signature points and interpo-
lation. Another approach is to use Fourier-synthesis for periodical
signals.

For the signal synthesis we started with the generation of sine
signals as fundamental oscillations. Those fundamental sine signals
were used as signals during testing and calibration of the hardware
setup. Additionally, in some measurements it is advantageous to use
sine signals to show an investigated effect more clearly. This is why
a sine signal is used for each loudspeaker during the investigation of
dynamic clutter and beamforming algorithms that will be described
in chapter 5.

By using Fourier-synthesis, periodical signals with higher com-
plexity are created in the following:

f (t) =
a0

2
+

N∑
k=1

ak · cos (k · ω · t) +
N∑

k=1

bk · sin (k · ω · t) (4)

Figure 7 shows a synthesized heartbeat signal using 0.88 Hz as
fundamental oscillation and eight harmonics. The Fourier coeffi-
cients are a0=0, ak=0 and bk=[1.00, 0.97, 0.35, 0.06, 0.03, 0.03,
0.11, 0.06, 0.05] for k = 1,2, ..., 9. The coefficients bk are optimized
to synthesize a heartbeat movement signal based on the frequency
components of the heartbeat movement measurement presented in
chapter 2.3. It has much more resemblance to a real heartbeat micro
movement than the asymmetric sine signal used with the previous
setup in [1].

Figure 7: Pattern of heartbeat micro movement created with signal synthesis.

4.2 Vital Sign Micro Movement Patterns

For replication of real respiration and heartbeat movement, it is ut-
terly important to use recordings of previous measurements as data
source. Those recordings contain movement patterns of diseases
and relevant conditions of the pulmonary or cardiovascular system,
which are indispensable in the development of medical analysis and
radar algorithms. Each measurement containing a movement pattern
of the chest wall could be used independently of the technology that
recorded those movement patterns. This gives us the opportunity to
use published libraries of micro movement from vital signs. In our
work we used the clinical recorded dataset published from Schellen-
berger in [15]. Figure 8 shows a heartbeat signal extracted from the
dataset. The extracted part of the signal shows the heartbeat during
apnea after exhalation from the measurement GDN0009 3 Apnea
from the clinical recorded dataset.

Figure 8: Heartbeat movement GDN0009 3 Apnea data from Schellenberger [15].
Top curve: Radar phase calculated from CW radar IQ values of the dataset. Bottom
curve: Reference ECG measurement of the dataset.

The measurements were done using a 24 GHz continuous wave
radar. Also signals of synchronized reference sensors like three chan-
nel ECG and Continuous Noninvasive Arterial Pressure (CNAP)
were recorded during each of their measurements. For more in-
formation on how the dataset is recorded please refer to [20] and
[21]. The following paragraphs explain how to prepare previously
recorded data containing chest wall micro movement to use them as
signals for our radar measurement system.

The first step is to cut one part from the recorded measurement
with the targeted length and content. If the signal contains decisive
changes like the shift from respiration to heartbeat in an apnea after
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exhalation scenario, it would contain a DC offset during the heart-
beat movement. This DC component will not be included in the
played signal. The part of the heartbeat signal in Figure 8 starts with
a QRS complex followed by the systole part of the cardiac cycle.
The systole containing the contraction of the heart is visible as a
falling edge in the radar phase signal of the dataset.

The next step is the scaling of the signal amplitude. For data
recorded with radar sensors, the movement amplitude can be calcu-
lated using (1). Then the signal has to be scaled to the corresponding
audio signal amplitude to generate the calculated movement am-
plitude. For special investigation or medical scenarios, movement
amplitude can be increased or decreased during this preparation
step. The movement amplitude of the dataset signal shown in Figure
10 as green curve was increased from 0.15 mm to approximately
0.5 mm.

After scaling the signal, it is necessary to adjust the sampling
rate to 44100 Hz. As mentioned in chapter 2 we are recording our
measurements with a sampling frequency of 200 Hz, and the mea-
surements from the clinical recorded dataset published in [15] are
recorded with a sampling frequency of 2 kHz. That is, oversampling
to 44100 Hz is the next preparation step with additional low pass
filtering to reduce oversampling artifacts. This filter also prevents
aliasing during recording with the radar. Because of the typically
configured frame time of 5 ms the highest frequency in the move-
ment signal must be lower than 100 Hz. The signal is now ready to
be used in the measurement system to generate realistic vital sign
micro movement.

A performance test of our measurement system with play back
of the prepared signal and recording with the radar was realized. Fig-
ure 9 shows the complex data of the radar recording with complex
offset reduction.
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Figure 10 shows the prepared signal and the recorded radar
phase curve. When comparing both curves you can see, that the
measured radar phase fits the prepared signal very good. Only the
short peaks are decreased. These small differences between both
curves are related to the low pass filter inside the amplifier that
controls the loudspeaker mentioned in chapter 3.2. To allow higher
frequency components, we have to increase the low pass cutoff
frequency.
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5 Investigation of Dynamic Clutter
All objects in the field of view of the radar sensor have an impact on
the measured data. In real measurement scenarios, multiple objects
are in the field of view and not all of them are static. Figure 11 dis-
plays the complex target signal and phase signal of a measurement
with a second moving object close to the target object. A complex
offset reduction as mentioned in chapter 2.2 is not able to reduce
the clutter that is changing dynamically over time. This is called
dynamic clutter. To investigate the effect of dynamic clutter, we
created the following scenario with the hardware described in 3.
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Figure 11: Complex and phase plot from dynamic clutter measurement in range
binZP 76 without beamforming using the measurement scenario explained below.
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5.1 Measurement Setup

To investigate the impact of dynamic clutter, we used two loudspeak-
ers close to each other in our evaluation setup. They are positioned
in different distances and different angles in front of the radar. Fig-
ure 12 shows a picture of the used measurement setup. The right
loudspeaker is the target object, whose movement we want to mea-
sure, and is called target loudspeaker in the following chapters. It
is placed at 150 cm at an angle of -9◦ relative to the radar position.
Angles left to the radar are defined as negative angles. The left loud-
speaker is the additional moving object next to the target. It is used
to generate the clutter movement and is called clutter loudspeaker in
the following chapters. The clutter loudspeaker is placed at 130 cm
at an angle of -36◦.

The measurement setup is chosen to simulate realistic scenar-
ios. The two loudspeakers stand in alike position and distance to
each other mimicking a patient lying on a hospital bed and a health-
care professional standing next to the patient during a diagnostic
measurement using a radar from above. In this scenario the pa-
tient is represented by the target loudspeaker, and the healthcare
professional is represented by the clutter loudspeaker. For eas-
ier measurement using the loudspeaker setup, the arrangement is
shifted to the horizontal plane with the radar standing in front of the
loudspeakers instead of being mounted on the ceiling.

Figure 12: Picture of the measurement setup to investigate dynamic clutter with two
loudspeakers.

5.2 Movement Signal

Each loudspeaker needs to play a suitable signal so that it is possible
to investigate the impact of dynamic clutter. In this paper we present
a measurement, in which each loudspeaker plays a sine signal. This
ensures that the effect of dynamic clutter is not overlaid with other
effects using more complex signals. The oscillation frequencies
of the sine signals are chosen to fit usual respiration frequencies.
With 0.3 Hz frequency and a movement peak-to-peak amplitude
of 5.2 mm the target loudspeaker represents a typical respiration
movement for resting humans, while the 0.5 Hz sine with a move-
ment peak-to-peak amplitude of 4.7 mm on the clutter loudspeaker
represents a faster respiration.

For the investigation of the dynamic clutter, it is important to
compare the signal with dynamic clutter to a reference signal with-
out clutter. Therefore, the clutter movement is not active the whole
measurement time. Figure 13 shows the structure of the used audio
signal. The full measurement time is 30 s. The signal is designed
to have three equal parts. At first, both signals are active and the
signal with dynamic clutter can be examined. This part has to be
the first part in the signal because the hardware setup including the
amplifier with the low pass filter and the loudspeakers need some
seconds before the measurement to settle to a stable state for those
low frequencies. It is important to consider this settling time while
generating the audio signal, but it will not be measured by the radar.
In Figure 13 this settling time is not displayed. The middle part of
the signal is used to turn off the signal of the clutter loudspeaker.
After turning the clutter signal off, the hardware setup also needs a
settling time, but it is shorter than the settling time after turning a
signal on. The last part, named part C in Figure 13, of the measured
signal is used as a reference. Only the 0.3 Hz sine signal on the
target loudspeaker is active.

Figure 13: Audio signal during the dynamic clutter measurement.

Each part of the signal is 10 s long and, therefore, three oscilla-
tions of the 0.3 Hz target signal and five oscillations of the 0.5 Hz
clutter signal fit exactly in each part. This is very important for the
subsequent processing of the radar measurement. There, the signal
of “Part A” in Figure 13 is compared with the reference signal in
“Part C”. This is only possible if both signals are in synchronized
state. A synchronized state means that the signals are in the exact
same state at the beginning of each part. Also the sampling of the
radar phase signal has to fit to the synchronization, otherwise a
systematic error would occur during the calculations described in
the next section. With the radar frame time mentioned in Table 1
of 5 ms, the synchronization points of the audio signal occur at the
radar frame indices 1, 2001 and 4001.
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5.3 Dynamic Clutter Rejection

The measurements for this investigation are realized with the Radar-
book2 using the post processing presented in chapter 2.2. In the
dynamic clutter rejection measurements, the COR algorithm is used
slightly different than usual to achieve a better performance. For
every bin, the COR algorithm finds the complex offset only using
the signal “Part C” and uses this complex offset for all three signal
parts. The result is that in “Part A” no static clutter is remaining, and
the dynamic clutter can be investigated now. The quantification of
the impact of dynamic clutter needs an extra step of processing. In
(5) the dynamic clutter is defined as additive noise on the reference
signal.

ΦClutter = Φ − ΦRe f (5)

Equation (5) includes Φ as the signal with dynamic clutter, ΦRe f

as reference signal without clutter and ΦClutter as the dynamic clut-
ter we want to investigate. Therefore, the dynamic clutter can be
calculated as the difference between the measured signals of the
different synchronized parts. Φ and ΦRe f are measured radar phase
signals that contain the information about the loudspeaker move-
ment as described in (1). After calculating ΦClutter, the dynamic
clutter rejection RC in dB can be defined as in (6) using the peak
to peak value of the reference signal ΦPP,Re f and the peak to peak
value of the clutter curve ΦPP,Clutter.

RC = 20 · log10

(
ΦPP,Re f

ΦPP,Clutter

)
(6)

In the measurement scenario described in section 5.1, there are
two loudspeakers at the distances 130 cm and 150 cm. With the
range resolution of the radar mentioned in 2.2, these targets could
be measured in range Bin 17 and 20. Therefore, the targets will be
measured at BinZP 68 and 80 with using zero padding. Nevertheless,
it is important to keep in mind that the real range resolution of the
radar is lower than the BinZP suggests.

The chosen scenario allows to specifically investigate the range
bins in between the two moving loudspeakers to indicate the robust-
ness of the evaluated algorithms. The following Table 2 shows the
results of the dynamic clutter investigation measurement.

Table 2: Dynamic clutter rejection in different range bins without beamforming.

BinZP ΦPP,Clutter [◦] Clutter Rejection [dB]
80 13 37.36
79 14.4 36.49
78 17.1 34.98
77 24.7 31.76
76 58.5 24.29
75 547.1 4.87

All range bins in which the dynamic clutter rejection in dB is
higher than zero are evaluated. The according peak to peak value of
the reference signals in all bins is about 958◦. For the calculation of
the dynamic clutter rejection, the exact value of each range bin was
certainly used. The peak to peak value is equivalent to a movement
of 5.18 mm of the target loudspeaker diaphragm. This is a typical
movement range of the chest wall generated by the respiration, but

it is important to note that the dynamic clutter rejection will be
lower for signals with lower movement amplitude like the heartbeat
movement.

In the range bin corresponding to the target loudspeaker, the
dynamic clutter rejection is 37.36 dB, and it drops to 24.29 dB in
range bin 76. This means that with a target detection one real range
bin too low, the signal quality of the target movement measurement
in this detected range bin is greatly reduced. The graphs in Figure
11 clearly visualize the changes due to the dynamic clutter. The
problem with visible differences in the signal becomes apparent
when considering the visual analysis by healthcare professionals.

5.4 Impact of Beamforming on Dynamic Clutter

In this paper we not only want to investigate the dynamic clutter
but also how a digital beamforming can reduce the dynamic clut-
ter for a scenario with multiple radar targets. With the presented
measurement system, it is possible to test the performance of differ-
ent beamforming algorithms concerning their capability to reduce
dynamic clutter. In the scope of this article, we will demonstrate
this by discussing a beamforming algorithm and its effect on the
dynamic clutter.
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Figure 14: Complex and phase plot from dynamic clutter measurement in range
binZP 76 with beamforming.

In [22], three different beamforming algorithms are compared,
Bartlett, Capon and MUSIC algorithm. Those algorithms are can-
didates for future studies using our presented measurement system.
By now, we implemented a second Fourier transform on all radar
RX channels as mentioned in chapter 2.2. As already used in the
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range FFT, a zero padding with factor four is used in the angle FFT.
Like mentioned before, this does not change the angle resolution of
the radar, but adds more points to the spectral curve.

After the angle FFT, the same processing was done on the data as
in section 5.3. The angle of the target loudspeaker for all presented
results is found by the target bin finder described in chapter 2.2. The
results of the processed data are presented in Table 3. Figure 14
shows the radar phase and complex curves with dynamic clutter in
range bin 76. In comparison to the curves in Figure 11 this is a great
improvement.

Table 3: Dynamic clutter rejection of different range bins with beamforming.

BinZP ΦPP,Clutter [◦] Clutter Rejection [dB]
80 10.4 39.26
79 10.6 39.15
78 10.9 38.90
77 11.3 38.60
76 13.6 36.95
75 33.2 29.19

Figure 15 condenses all values from the Tables 2 and 3 into two
curves. There you can see that the usage of beamforming greatly
increases the signal quality in the observed range bins. Even when
analyzing the data in range bin 80, where we expect the target sig-
nal to be, a slight improvement thanks to digital beamforming is
measurable. Further, dealing with movements with smaller micro
movement (like the one from the heartbeat), this could be even more
important. As mentioned before, the visual representation of the
phase signal related to the chest wall micro movement could be
important to healthcare professionals in future diagnosis. A compar-
ison of the curves in Figure 11 and 14 distinctly visualizes that the
dynamic clutter rejection is more effective when using beamform-
ing. Especially in real scenarios it is important to achieve a high
robustness because the perfect adjustment cannot be expected at all
times.

Figure 15: Dynamic clutter rejection with and without beamforming in different
range bins.

6 Replication and Recording of realistic
Micro Movement

In this chapter, measurements of realistic heartbeat movements are
presented. The objective is to survey the effect of dynamic clutter
on realistic micro movement with smaller movement amplitude. As
already mentioned in 4.2, we used an apnea after exhalation scenario
from the GDN0009 3 Apnea measurement of the clinical recorded
dataset of Schellenberger [15]. Also, the chapter 4.2 explains the
preparation of the dataset data for measurements.

For the measurement presented in this chapter, the prepared
heartbeat motion signal is replayed on the target loudspeaker. In
addition, a clutter movement is generated by the clutter loudspeaker
at the same time. The used clutter signal is a sine with 0.4 Hz
frequency and 4.7 mm movement peak-to-peak amplitude.

The recorded radar phase signal is shown in Figure 16. The
investigated range bin is 76, which is one real BinW apart from the
target bin. This constellation was already used in chapter 5. On
the recorded data, the signal processing from 2.2 is used without a
digital beamforming.
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Figure 16: Complex and phase plot of radar measurement using heartbeat movement
from dataset without digital beamforming.

In the performance test without any dynamic clutter presented in
Figure 10 the heartbeat curve is clearly visible. However, during the
measurement with dynamic clutter, the signal is strongly disturbed
and the heartbeat movement is hardly visible. To improve the signal
quality, the measured data were then processed again, this time with
an additional angle FFT as digital beamforming. The results of the
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second signal processing using digital beamforming is presented in
Figure 17. There, the quality of the curve is significantly higher.
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Figure 17: Complex and phase plot of radar measurement using heartbeat movement
from dataset with digital beamforming.

The measurements in this chapter confirm once again the rele-
vance of digital beamforming for vital sign sensing scenarios. They
are an important supplement to the results of the previous chapter, in
which the influence of dynamic clutter was quantitatively evaluated
using the clutter rejection. Both measurement methods are steps in
the evaluation of different beamforming algorithms.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we presented a measurement system that can be used
for evaluating radar algorithms by replication of vital sign micro
movement and dynamic clutter. It is an extension of work origi-
nally presented in the 44th Annual International Conference of the
IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society (EMBC) [1].
In contrast to the previous work, the measurement setup was com-
pletely re-designed to be able to replicate realistic micro movement
from vital signs and to enable scenarios with two moving objects.
Movement data used for the replication was synthesized or taken
from recorded movement data. The heartbeat movement from the
clinically recorded dataset [15] was successfully reproduced and
recorded by the measurement setup.

The ability to evaluate radar algorithms was demonstrated by
the investigation of dynamic clutter. It was shown that an angle FFT
algorithm increases the dynamic clutter rejection and signal quality

in a scenario with dynamic clutter. This increase in signal quality is
also clearly visible in the phase signal related to the chest wall micro
movement, which can be important to healthcare professionals in
future diagnosis.

In future studies, different beamforming algorithms like Capon
and MUSIC can be compared using the presented measurement
system. It is suitable to evaluate signal processing algorithms for
radar applications by replicating real micro movement scenarios.
This is crucial in optimizing robust and reliable systems for medical
applications. In addition, it is also possible to test radar algorithms
implemented in a signal processor inside of the radar sensor at
realtime using the measurement system.
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